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Our Superior Cheese Pizza
$5.70
$8.39

1 2 " Cheese
16" Cheese

Additional Toppings

Pepperoni, Ground Beef, Mushroom,
Sausage, Ham, Onion, Anchovy, Green
Pepper, Green Olives, Double Cheese,
Black Olives, Pineapple, Spinach, Eggplant,
Tomato, Broccoli, Garlic, Prosciutto, Canadian Bacon & Hot Pepper
1 2 " Item
$.95
16" Item
$1.10
Extra sauce is free.
Thin crust free.
Try our free seeded crust.
Try o u r NEW B.B.Q, Sauce Pizza
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
$.70

Order any 16" cheese
pizza at regular price and
receive a 50% discount.
Additional topping at regular price. At Tufts
campus only. Limited time offer.

Salads

Fresh Garden Salad
$3.75
Fresh Greek Salad
$3.95
Choice of Dressing: Italian, Low. Cal.
Ranch, Greek, or Blue Cheese

Pints

'

$2.95

F r o m Yogun and Salad Delivcly with pizza only
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f?iuision,the voice of young writers of every
race. 'rlley refuse to figiit tile battles of ttie
60's;they reject the politically correct dogmas of the 90's. From Harvard to Stanford,
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MI800-225-2862 now.
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Clinton Sours on the Fourth Estate
President Clinton accused the media of treating him unfairly in an interview for the December 9th issue of Rolling
Stone. Clinton yelled at his interviewer, ‘‘I have fought more
damn battles here for more things ... and not gotten one damn bit
of credit from the knee-jerk liberal press.” According to the
President, while his political opponents shift blame, avoid
responsibility, and take advantage of the media, Clinton’s
enemies in the media have repeatedly foiled his hard work.
It is time to welcome Mr. Clinton to the world of politics.
Ironically, while Bill Clinton derides the press, they may be his
best friends. For example, Clinton’s pet project, the proposed
new health care system, owes much of its popularity to the
media. When Bill Clinton says “frog,” the media jump; almost
without question, Clinton’s false promises of an economically
untenable utopia are accepted and echoed by the press.
The President appears to have forgotten that most successful Republicans have been victimized by media coverage far
worse than any he will ever receive. The press blamed Bush and
the Republicans for the budget deficit, propagating Clinton’s
distorted accounts of the
Republican years in the
Oval Office. Although
Clinton’s deficit “reductions” are in fact increases,
the press has not turned
this fact into headline
news; only tiny paragraphs
on the back pages of financial journals point out these
inaccuracies.
In the final analysis,
Clinton is on the winning
side of the media doublestandard. A Republican
taking a vacation is lazy; President Clinton’s Martha’s Vineyard getaway was “overdue rest.” Does Clinton believe that the
media should support all his efforts? Do only Republicans
deserve to have their mistakes pointed out publicly? As Clinton
has regularly abandoned promises and compromised his integrity for the sake of political expediency, it comes as no surprise
that he should now bite the hand that feeds him.

tional missiles and dispatched to civilian and military targets in
South Korea. The only way to maintain a stable balance of
power on the Korean Peninsula is to check the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction.
The United States is likely to deploy more aircraft carriers
to the Sea of Japan and to increase the number of troops south
of the DMZ. Expanded use of intelligence hardware has already
begun. All of these actions are well justified, for the North
Korean nuclear threat appears very real. Nuclear weapons in the
hands of the vendetta-driven North Korean Communists might
target South Korea or even Japan. The mere fact that a regional
actor is in possession of short and medium-range nuclear arms
could spark a major East Asian Arms race. In the interests of
peace and a secure balance of power, the North Korean nuclear
weapons program must be stopped immediately.

Drug Lord Snuffed Out

Last week, drug lord Pablo Escobar was gunned down in a
shootout with police and the army in Medellin, Colombia. The
firefight occurred some sixteen months after Escobar escaped
from a luxury prison that he was allowed to design in accordance with a bargain with Colombian government officials.
The Boston Globe stated in
its
account
of
the
incident,”. ..Escobar’ s death
was not expected to seriously
affect the daily flow of tons
of cocaine from Colombia to
the United States and other
countries,” since the Cali and
other drug cartels will now
fill the void left by Escobar
and the Medellin Cartel.
Whereas thedeath of
Escobar has been seen by
some in Colombia and in the United States as a knockout blow
to the international cocaine industry, the international drug
trade cannot be traced, as many would like to beIieve, to one
person. Instead, it grows out of a complex interaction of international supply and demand. America and drug-producing
nations must continue their two-tiered attack on the drug trade.
Strict and final penalties for drug importers and producers will
continue to erode the supply side of the equation. The best
The Stormy Sea of Japan
technique for quelling the demand for drugs is responsible
parenting that instills proper values in children and accompanyIn recent Department of Defense and Department of State ing drug education programs in the schools.
p e s s releases, the Clinton Administration has declared its
willingness to begin expanded military action on the Korean
Silber Makes P.C. Terriers Heel
Peninsula if the North Korean government continues to prohibit
U.N. inspection of their Nuclear “Power” facilities. All memBoston University president John Silber deserves to be
bers of the international community have reason to fear the commended for his defense of academic freedom. B.U. has
production of nuclear weapons in North Korea, Nuclear war- remained, in Silber’s words, “highly resistant to political Corheads can be attached easily to their abundant supply of conven- rectness and ideological fads .” The B.U. faculty and the liberal
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news media, however, have recently conspired to launch a wave
of negative publicity against Silber for endorsing free thought
in favor of leftist thought.
Curiously, a significant portion of the B.U. faculty complains that Silber’s resistance to critical legal studies, revisionist history, Afro-centrism, and radical feminism has encroached
on the academic freedom of professors. Criticisms of Silber’s
policy are surprising in light of who is making them. In the past,
these professors of political correctness have advocated policies restrictive of academic freedoms, and indeed, Constitutional freedoms. Leftist faculties across the country have advocated speech codes, conducted political indoctrinations in the
classroom, and placed the burden of proof onto the accused in
date-rape and harassment cases. The academic left has justified
its support of these policies by maintaining that individuals
must at times sacrifice their freedom in the name of the greater
good. Now that politically-correct professors are the ones who
must make sacrifices, they suddenly have a newfound love of
TROUBLED”TEW-AGER
5 T W ANTI-GUN LRW 15 PASSED!
academic freedom. Amusingly,
the Thought Police are calling
others the Thought Police.
Silber seeks to protect B.U.
students from the wave of intolerance, balkanization, a n d
Orwellian terror that left-wing
programs have brought to colleges throughout the United
States. To do so, he must prevent the radical left from estabIishing the kind of stranglehold
it has elsewhere. If Silber succeeds in his efforts, other university faculties may follow in
his exemplary footsteps. For
advocating academic freedom and a civil climate for openminded discourse in the universities, Mr. Silber has shown
himself to be above the petty and doctrinaire ideological trends
that have taken hold at other schools.

To Protect and To Scare
Just as Hub retailers were gearing up for what promised to
be a banner year of Christmas sales, the Boston Patrolmen’s
Union began distributing pamphlets that called Beantown “Fear
City, U.S.A.” at busy shopping districts and at Logan airport.
The pamphlet’s cover bears a drawing of the Grim Reaper.
Inside, it lists statistics on the city’s violent crime rate. Boston
Mayor Tom Menino denounced the union’s move as scare
tactics aimed at bettering the police bargaining position in next
year’s contract negotiations. In addition to the harm that this
untimely move will inflict on area merchants, the union has
chosen to scare people just as they. are warming up to the idea
of an urban renewal in downtown and Back Bay. In their quest
for higher salaries, the Police are propagating outdated and

misrepresentative facts. The Patrolmen’s Union is quick to
point out rising real crime rates, but disregards Boston’s remarkably low ranking vis-a-visother major American cities.
It is the duty of the Boston City Police to protect the city’s
residents and guests. This cheap shot by the Patrolmen’s Union
has brought the sometimes corrupt department to a new moral
low point. Boston will only become a city of terror far m o r e
quickly if the union continues its campaign of terrorism. Let the
patrolmen reevaluate their concerns: first and foremost is t h e
protection of the people of Boston.

Another Notch on the Anti-Gun Rifle
Last week, President Clinton signed into law the hotly
debated Brady Bill six years after its proposal. Named after
Reagan press secretary James Brady, who was wounded in t h e
1981 assassination attempt on the President, the legislation
will
impose a five day waiting
--RouBLED“TEEN-AGER A
m period and mandatory backjfRoNG ANTI-GUN CRW 1% PAWED!
ground checks on all purchasers of handguns. The waiting
period is a logical measure,
one that won’t significantly
impinge on Second Amendment rights to bear arms. Obviously, there are few legitimatereasons why any American would need to purchase
a handgun immediately. Unfortunately, the Brady Bill
will probably have equally
little effect on the incidence
of violent crime. The Brady
Bill provisions may prevent
convicted criminals f r o m
purchasing handguns to commit new crimes, if these criminals
choose to arm themselves in accordance with thelaw. However,
criminals, by definition, do not respect laws, and the Brady B i l l
is unlikely to be an exception. As Rep. Bill Sarpaluis (D-Texas)
points out, Washington D.C.has the toughest gun control laws
in the country, and yet Washington D.C.has the highest percapita murder rate.
The gun-control camp hopes that the Brady Bill will h e l p
prevent inner-city violence by depriving youthful offenders of
weaponry, True to the nature of most government intervention,
this is a case of treating the symptom without addressing t h e
problem. Some small benefits may be obtained through the
measure, but the reality will fall well short of the desired result:
the Brady Bill will not bring peace to impoverished metropolitan areas. Americans seeking to legitimately protect themselves
will face additional red tape. Worst of all, the Brady Bill is a
victory for the anti-gun camp. The Second Amendment is a w i s e
provision, and while it may be tempered and tailored to the
needs of our changing society, it must not be stripped of its
power to protect.
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ght in Review
W

Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes
The Tournament of Roses, which precedes the annual Rose

The Los Angeles Timesno longer allows the usage of certain
words including crazy, outwardly gay, and Hispanic. What a
loony, queer, and despicable policy.
Media bosses have apologized for mistakenly announcing

Britain’s Queen Mother had died. Such mixups must not b e
whinings. The city council of Los Angeles threatened to boycott uncommon, given that the Q~~~~Mother has the complexionof
the parade in 1995if the racial makeup of the panel that oversees Count Dracula and the personality of A1 G ~ ~ ~ .
it was not changed, W e &THE SOURCE
are awaiting the council to
protest the makeup of the teams.
Last week the French government intentionally triggered a
nuclear meltdown to test safety procedures. Too bad for residents
Two Ohio men, after vacuuming their car at a local garage, of the contaminated area, looks like they’re eating crbpe in a big
rned with guns demanding that the owner take them to the way.
vacuum receptacle, as the cleaner had sucked up a bag with 30
rocks of crack cocaine. The machine seemingly missed the rocks
President Richard Weizsaecker of Germany was recently
in their heads.
punched in the face outside a Hamburg theatre. We suggest that
President Clinton hire Weizsaecker’s bodyguards.
Whoopi Goldberg has been accused of perpetuating stereotypes by the AntiRats in Moscow
Defamation League
have wreaked havoc
for j o k i n g about
upon
thecity’scorn“Jewish American
muters
by gnawing
Princess
Fried
on
traffic
light
Chicken.” Goldberg
cables.
Lucky
rodefended herself by
dents
eat
better
than
saying that it was
anyone else in t h e
okay to make jokes
whole
country...
about Jews because
she is herself Jewish.
A newly-reUsing that same reasoning, she could
leased federal surjokeaboutugly, overvey shows t h a t
paid, and under taltoday’s high school
ented pseudo-acseniors are less
tresses.
likely to drink alcohol than their preBoth Ears for Peers and homosexual activists defaced the decessors in the class of ’78. Once again, America’s youth
campus with graffiti last Thursday, causing a great deal of disappoints.
confusion among Tufts students who attempted to call “Ears for
Oh well, maybe they’ll learn in college.
Queers” and “Queers for Peers.” To clear up the discrepancy, we
offer a top-ten list of slogans for campus groups:

i

!
’

10. Beers for Queers with Ears
9. Tears for Fears
8. Ears for Peers with Queers
7. Queers with Ears
6. Spears for Deer
5. Cheers for Queers with Beers
4, Fears of Rears
3. Sneers and Leers and Jeers
2. Steers for Beers
1. Queers with Shears
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Dr. Jack Kevorkian is back in a Michigan jail for violating
the state’s law against assisted suicide. The 65 year-olddoctor is
fasting, refusing all forms of nourishment except for fruit juice.
Apparently cannabalism doesn’t offend the doctor either.
Seen on a Houston, Texas freeway billboard: Womb for
Rent. The intrafemale abodes are the only low-income housing
development local environmentalists will allow.

[;IJNew York mayor Rudolph Guliani recently named Boston

police commissioner Bill Bratton the new head of New York’s
police department. Hmmm, Bratton left Menino to work for
Guiliani. We like him already.

Massachussetts at Lowell is hoIding a sleep-in. Participants are
asked to bring a box to sleep in. The event should prepare the
young activist for their post-graduation habitats.

Top ten ways Christmas is celebrated at the White House:

The AlaskaSupreme Court mled that Exxon ValdezCaptain
Joseph Hazelwood has limited protection from prosecution because he reported the accident. Had he driven off a bridge, and
killed a girl, his protection would not be limited.

10. Shalala dresses up as an elf.
9. Hillary decorates the Christmas tree with only colored lights.

8.Hillary plays Santa, pulls out her whip, and Bill gets in reindeer
costume.
7. Joycelyn Elders stuffs stockings with condoms.
6. Tipper censors A Very Special Christmas.
5. Bill dresses up as Santa and takes toys away from little kids.
4. Guests confuse Robert Reicccccchhhhh for Tiny Tim.
3. Ron Brown drinks one glass of eggnog too many, dances about
the East Wing, and declares “I Qualified!”
2. AI Gore buys a recycled biodegradable artificial tree.
1. Bill eats all the cookies that Chelsea leaves out for Santa.
Recall the saga of John and
Lorena Bobbitt, t h e Virginia
couple who went to court over the
case of the severed organ. John is
now selling t-shirts that say “Severed Part” and have a picture of a
knife-wielding woman on them.
The proceeds from the sales of the
shirts, which are $25 each, go to
pay his medical and legal expenses.
Unfortunatley for Mr. Bobbit,
when his manhood was cut, so
was was his insurance plan.
His deductable was apparently not covered...
N T h e U n i t e d States Navy announced that hundreds of women
will soon be deployed on aircraft carriers. Efforts have been
made to help sailors adjust to this change. The military will be
lifting its ban on homosexuals immediately.

A woman from New Hampshire has publicly filed charges
against her sex therapist. She claims that by entering into a sexual
relationship with her, the doctor abused his authority. We question whether her special treatment will be covered under national
health care.
President Clinton is currently considering taking an afternoon nap, AlaRonald Reagan. The problem is, Gennifer Flowers
isn’t always available in the afternoons.
In the sixties, there were sit-ins. Now, the University of

After being told to dress conservatively in the courtroom,
Timothy Goetzky of Tampa, FL arrived wearing a white blouse
and skirt. His attorney criticized the move saying that the jury
would find the outfit distracting. But Tim had just returned from
the Gender-bender ball.
The only non-Democrat on President Clinton’s senior staff,
David Gergen, is considering leaving the White House before the
1994mid-term elections.Clinton
will be following him in 1996.
Twenty-eight New Bedford
police officers simultaneously
called in sick so as to bolster their
bargaining power in upcoming
contract negotiations. Now if
only TUPD would feign iIlness
on a Friday night ...
Hillary Clinton recently led
a bipartisan panel of New Englanders in a discussion of her
health care plan. Oddly, the conference went almost entirely
without mention in the local press. The media covered the event
about as well as the First Lady’s plan will cover the American
people.
In Charlotte, North Carolina, a fifty-four year old Chinese
national was arrested for spying. He allegedly played a role in an
attempt to exportunited States naval technoIogy.lnstead, he will
be exported.
Floridian hunters are concerned: a killer has begun hunting
human prey. The state police has offered the following safety
advisory to the citizens of Florida: stay away from the Kennedy
compound.
President Cesar Gaviria of Columbia announced that the
$6.2 million bounty for the death of drug lord Pablo Escobar will
be shared by the victims of his activities. That’s a lot of Bolivian
marching powder ...
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One Nation Beyond God?
Kevin Book

tice for all.” The Divine invocation “under
God,” added to the 1892oath by a 1954 act of
Congress, is today the subject of a growing
movement to eradicate all references to religion in popular American society. Unfortunately, the Deity is fundamental to the cre-

3

...”[Rleligious freedom” refers 5

to freedom of religious choice,
not freedomfrom religion.

havetakenit uponthemselves toeradicatereligioussymbols andreferences
whenever possible.
undemocratic
inasmuch
These
asefforts
they overare
look the will of the majority, and they
are irresponsiblein theirrejection of a
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B e all remember poor comttabe Xubolf, bon’t be? Bis‘crtmtnateb against because his
probo$ci& bas’ “of color9” anb marpytnali3eb aboap from prapirrg retnbeer games’ bp tbe
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Old, Incorrect Game: Capture the Flag
New Game: Redistributive Tag
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@BobBest be flRettp Brmortatl

sung to the tune of “God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen”
God rest ye merry Democrats,

Hear what the voters say:
Looks like you got your buttocks kicked this past
election day.
Ye lost in Ole Virginny and the Big Apple fray
Say g’bye to Bill in ’96!
Gone in 96!
Say g’bye to Bill in ‘96.

Potrna gobbit is Coming to tlGobDn

sung to the tune of “Santa Claus is Coming to Town”

[chorus]
You better watch out,
And zip up your fly,
Hide the knives
I’m tellin’ you why:
Lorena Bobbit’s coming to town.
She’ll slice you when you’re sleeping,
She’ll dice you when you’re ‘wake,
She’s got a sharpened Ginsu knife
She knows just what to take.
[repeat chorus]
The rabbi was more gentle,
The surgeon was discrete,
But Ms. Bobbit’s out to amputate
She’ll throw it in the street.
[repeat chorus]

Bnablt, anable, ZtnabIe!
sung to the tune of “Dreidel,Dreidel, Dreidel!”

We have a Dean of Students,
Who loves diversity,
Her big career ambition:
Define community.
Knable, Knable, Knable,
The power in Ballou;
Come listen to her panels
Or she’ll be after you.
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Beitman 1B[##or. Bean of fitubtntg

sung to the tune of “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer”

You know Stalin and Hitler, and Genghis and Castro,
Pol Pot and Lenin, Ceascescu and Tito,
But do you recall, the most famous despot of all?
Reitman, Assoc. Dean of Students,
Had a very shiny head.
And if you ever saw him,
You would want to feed him lead.
All the other hacks in Ballou,
Used to laugh and call him names;
They wouldn’t let poor Brucie,
Play their bureaucratic games.
Then one foggy May Day Eve,
Reitman came to say:
“NOmore thoughts from oppressive whites,
Students have no free-speech rights!”
Then how the PC-niks loved him,
And they shouted out with glee,
“Reitman Assoc. Dean of Students,
You’ll go down in in-fa-my!’’

Ztarnin’ in a flRuIti-dulti Zanb

sung to the tune of “Walking in a Winter Wonder-

land”

Gay belles sing -- required listening.
The can(n)on’s pink -- the paint is glistening.
Political correct,
Academic Neglect,
Learnin’ in a Multi-Culti land.
In the class we’ll bemoan oppression,
We’ll blame everyone who’s white.
We’ll chant trite little slogans,
Much like “Take back the night.”
Rewrite the past -- our revision.
Inflate the grades -- our decision.
Deconstruct the great works,
Read poems by jerks,
Learnin’ in a Multi-Culti land.
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sung to the tune of “I’mDreaming of a White Christmas”

aFjt ZhrtIbt Baplr of Bompn’d Brrk

I’m dreaming of a Def Kwanzaa,
Just like the ones I used to know.
Where the candles burn bright,
And everyone who is white,
Is left freezing in the snow.

On the twelfth day of Womyn’s Week,
My gyrlfriend gave to me:
12 swift castrations,
11 feminazis,
10 Peggy Barrets,
9 easy courses,
8 dead fratboys,
7 touchy-feelies,
6 tupperware parties,
P-M-S!
4 poetry readings,
3 free abortions,
2 Womyn’s Centers,
And a weekend with Hillary!

I’m dreaming of a Def Kwanzaa,
Rejoicing in words I don’t know.
Like Kujichagulia,
And Uja-ama,
Everybody-- Let’s do the Congo.

s e m t r m b BpeIU

Let’s light up our peace pipes,
Pay hommage to Lord Goat,
Worship Goddess Shiki,
And slit a chicken’s throat.
We’ll build ourselves an altar,
Dance naked in the woods,
Paint our nurples orange,
And don our druid hoods.
[repeat chorus]

N

sung to rhe tune of “The Twelve Days of Christmas’’

b’mnp a BItct

sung to the tune of “0’Christmas Tree”

0’ hug a tree,
0’ hug a tree,
Do not thine laund-r-y.
Use thee not, thine car or lights,
Join the Cree, in their plight.
0’ hug a tree,
0’ hug a tree,
Take a vow of poverty.
0’ hug a tree,
0’ hug a tree,
God bless the ECO men-tal-i-ty.
Let Chief Coon-Come be your guide,
In a teepee, may you reside.
0’ hug a tree,
0’ hug a tree,
Make a break from re-al-i-ty.

sung to the tune of “Jingle Bells”

[chorus]
Newts and spells, newts and spells,
Granola, herbs, and hay.
Perform a virgin sacrifice
It’s a Pagan holiday!

0

Bark1 QCIJ~QCCM#rorIaimr

sung to the tune of “Hark!The Herald Angels
Sing ”

Hark! The TCU proclaims,
Listen to us pass the blame.
Brinker says that Fee’s inept,
Last year’s treash bounced his checks,
President whines, “That’s not true!
Let’s unite for the Brown t Blue!
Never mind last year’s trouble,
Hop aboard my Turkey Shuttle!”
Hark! The TCU proclaims,
Let us play our power games.

sung to the tune of “0’Come All Ye Faithful ”

0’Come all Ye Pinkos,
Hippies and fanatics,
0’come ye, 0’ come ye
To Bridge-Metcalf.

Come and co-mingle,
And get a great big single!
Come smoke the Funky Buddha,
Come save the barracuda.
We’ll eat a chunk of Gouda
In Bridge-Metcalf.
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John DiBiamio
A bigger house.

%

Bobbie Knable
Kwanzaa Party in
Metcalf Lounge.
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Bruce Reitman
An autographed
copy of Das
Kapitul along with
the companion: The .
Communist Man ifesto. Autographed
PhotoofCy
.
Sperling.
Bridge-Metcalf
Promam
Students who apply
for reasons other th
getting a big room.

The Observer
Readers.
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Dean Rover
The Imelda Marcos Teva Collection. Everything in the Urban
Outfitters catalog.

T
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DU Fraternitv
A House.

m
z

$

B&G

Longer coffee breaks.

1
m

B

-,b

C. GeorFe

The Dailv
More lame fillers.
Papan Students Club
A golden calf.

TUPD
A Dunkin’ Donuts on
Fraternity Row.

Ballou Bureaucrats
More Ballou Bureaucrats.

W.E.S.T.
M.E.S.T.

The International Club
More black turtlenecks. More
rooms to fill with smoke,

John Fee
A new crib and playpen.

,llmore
v farm with
e acreage.

The Zambc,ni
Humor and a file of old SOURCE
jokes.
Jumbo Yearbo,ok
A staff.
Competition

David Brinker
John Fee’s job.
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Right to WQ
Colin R.P. Delaney
A Flawed Ideal
I n the previous century, unionized labor
grew out of a need to make the workplace
more safe. Since then, the American employee has come to work in a clean and safe
environment, free from the horrific conditions of sweatshops. Today, the unions that
saved America from “capitalist exploitations of the proleteriat” have themselves
become the agents of exploitation, taking
everything they can get from their employers and from the consumer.
Unions now fight more for higher pay
and increased benefits than they do for safer
workplace conditions. Unions succeeded in
creating a minimum wage that is a nonmarket force that skews the operation of
supply and demand. They also fight vigorously for automatic wage raises and absolutejob security. Such reforms work against
the market as well, by rewarding non-producers. Bad workers who do not perform a
service of any value simply pay their union
dues andreceive alifetime’s protection from
termination. The employer has no recourse.
Corporations are often forced to agree
to unreasonable demands or face a work
stoppage. They could hire outside workers
to break a strike, but new congressionallyenacted laws prohibit permanent termination of those who refuse to work. Strikes
such as the most recent one against American Airlines have backed employers into a
comer. Higher costs were passed on to the
public in the form of higher ticket prices and
cuts in service. But the story is not limited to
American Airlines. Eastern and nearly every other passenger carrier has had its share
of troubles with organized labor. The air
traffic controllers union went on strike in
the early 1980s.Their strike ended in defeat
at the hands of President Ronald Reagan.
The United Auto Workers are notorious for
going on strike over demands for more
money and job security.
In each of the following cases, unions
went on strike over unrealistic demands for
more pay. Some of their members may have
deserved a pay raise, but certainly not all,
and certainly not across the board. Some
cases were resolved in favor of the employer, some in favor of the unions. But in

every case, the same people lost: the consumers.

American Airlines
Three weeks ago, yet another large and
ostensibly powerfui union went on strike,

I‘

customers waiting with open arms. They
alsoexpected tornerefy cast aside the people
who had just been trained. On the third day
of the strike American ran full page ads in
six major markets, advertising “employment opportunities.” A spokesman for the
airline reDorted that on the second

everything they can get fromthei
employers and the consumer.

I

...

this time it was the stewardesses of American Airlines, the largest carrier in the world.
After contract negotiations broke down, the
stewardesses waited for the federally mandated cooling-off period and voted to strike
during Thanksgiving weekend, the most
heavily travelled time during the year. The
walkout which began in the early morning
hours of November 20th, was planned to
continue through Thanksgiving, ending
eleven days after it began.
The airline’s attempt to continue carrying its more than
200,000 daily passengers began by training
hundreds of managers
and staffers to take the
place of the striking
stewardesses. Federal
safety regulations require airlines to fly one
attendant per fifty passengers. With 15% of
union members breakingranks,Americanstill
flew as many as half of
its flights. Even though
one of the company’s
most vital resources had
been cut off, service disruption was not great.
Thetraineeswould havecompleted their
program and been federally certified by
November 30th, but the union members had
planned to be back to work by the 29th. The
union was planning to have its members
return to their jobs and see the airline and its

told striking workers that their jobs
would not be waiting for them when

American CEO Robert Crandall
has the self respect and good business sense
not seen since the Reagan Administration.
Any executive willing to allow his workers
to walk out and not replace them does not
deserve his title. When people don’t work,
you fire them. Labor leaders are already up
in arms over American’s attempt to replace
the strikers. Never mind the union’s unreasonable demands for a 7.8% pay hike when
other,airlines are forcing pay cuts, or their
demands for full health
coverage and numerous
other benefits. On top of
all.of this, they don’t go
to work but still feel entitled to their jobs.
Two days into
the strike the more powerful pilots’ union decided not to go on a sympathy strike, the only
conceivable reason being that they were afraid
of also being fired.
On the Wednesday before Thanksgiv: ing, Bill Clinton essentially forced Crandall to
submit to federal labor
arbitration. Crandall’s
only other choice was to
reject Clinton’s offer,
I

public emergency and appoint an executive
mediating board.

Continued on next page.
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Continuedfrom previous page.
This union, like all others, is a nonmarket force that disrupts the free exchange
between consumers and pioducers. The
union collectively bargains for something
the market will not allow. If it is unhappy
with the employer
- . (who was then and still is
paying more
than any other
national carrier),
it can simply find
another purchaser of its services. The public must demonstrate to the whining members of the union that they will not
allow the walkout to disrupt their plans or to
affect business.
Eastern Air Lines
Five years ago machinists struck the
ailing Eastern Air Lines. Although they
managed to put the final nail in the coffin
what was once the largest airline in the free
world, they also lost their jobs. Frank
Lorenzo, the savvy chairman of Texas Air
(which is the parent of Eastern and Continental), decided to do the same thing that
Crandall would later do: replace the strikers. But when the pilots went on a sympathy
strike, Lorenzo moved to break up the airline.
First he put the final touches
on a deal to sell the lucrative Boston-New York-Washington shuttle
to Donald Trump, and quickly sold
its very profitable Latin American
routes to American Airlines.A deal
with United for the Europeanroutes
and thetransfer of domesticschedules to Texas Air, and later on to
Continental, left the union with no
place to go. It is sad that Lorenzo’s
only recourse was to destroy his
company, but the union got itsjust
desserts.
The purpose of a strike is to
shut down the employer and force
it to accept the union’s demands.
The logical extreme of this is an end to
operations. Only Lorenzo managed to do it
in such a way that he got everything he
wanted. He shut down his failing airline, got
himself Out of Eastern’s bankruptcy court
proceedings, put his union troubles behind
him (Continental workers agreed notto form

a union when the airline first threatened to
shut down), and concentrated on turning
around Continental.
Today, Eastern is a part of history, and
Continental has emerged from bankruptcy
protection to become one of the nation’s
heathier carriers.

strike,
President Reagan dealt the single greatest
blow to unionized labor. The controllers
violated their oath against striking and put
the public in grave danger. Reagan, as Chief
Executive of all government operations,
decided that he was not ready or willing to
deal with people flagrantly violating the law
and endangering the lives of the people who
pay them. Reagan made the rules: Either
you report to work or I will fire you.
The result may have been massive disruption of the nation’s air travel system, but
dealing with the strikers would have been
worse. Reagan was not ready to allow his
administration to fall victim to every special
interestgroup that wanted more money from
the treasury. He was willing to deal, but not

rank-and-file membership as large as the
UAW and the Teamsters. In the same way
that people who control the safety of our air
travel should not strike against the public
which has no choice but to accept their
demands, teachers should not strike against
helpless children.
The union wants a monopoly on the
young impressionable minds of America’s
youth. They refuse to support school choice,
as exemplified in the massive effort to defeat California’s school choice initiative,
Proposition 174. They also force every
teacher to join the union. Even for the conservative teacher, there is no reason not to
join. For a few dollars out of every paycheck, he will get people working all day to
give him more money, no matter how good
a job he does. And not only that, they will
ensure that he can’t be fired. The union for
elementary and secondary school teachers
essentially provides everyone with tenure,
regardless of quality of work.

U.A.W.
Caterpillar, one of the nation’s best
producers of heavy material and the world’s
best-known manufacturer of construction
equipment, is now grappling with a strike
by the United Auto Workers (UAW). The
unionists walked off the job demanding
higher pay and more benefits-a clichbd
strategem. Caterpillar has attempted to replace the strikers, but picketers have attacked numerous replacements and
scared away untolled numbers of
others.
If the union wants to use
work stoppage as a legitimate bargaining tool, it cannot take away
the employer’s right to hire replacements. Unions served their
purpose a century ago by improving standards for working conditions, but now they simply disrupt
the labor market and the consumer
goods market by skewing the interaction between buyer and seller.
Unions now have no place in the
freeactivities ofrationaleconomic
actors. Socialized labor has
willing to accept unreasonable eleventh- evolved from an effort to break monopolies
hour demands, so he did what any good into a monopoly in and of itself.
executive would have done.
Mr. Delnney is a freshman majoring in
Public school teachers, like those who
International Relations and PoliticaI Science.
recently struck in Brockton, MA also put
the public in a danger, The teachers’ union
is one of the nation’s most powerful, with a
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Group tovote
Steve Seltzer

Amendments were added to the Constitution, primarily to enfranchise blacks.
The Jim Crow South usually succeeded
in preventing blacks from exercising
their newly acquired voting rights. Poll
taxes, literacy tests, and grandfather
clauses were themechanisms the South

...[A] large number of blacks have

adhered to patterns of voting as a
group, rather than independently
evaluating candidates.

ballot box. A Voting Rights Act was passed
in response, giving blacks and other minorities the right to vote in practice as well as in
theory. In more recent times it has become
evident that many blacks have behaved irresponsibly in their voting. A recent voter
suppression scandal reveals that a large
number of blacks have adhered to patterns
of voting as a group, rather than independently evaluating candidates.
Edward J. Rollins, the nationally renowned political strategist for both Presidents Reagan and Bush, found himself at
thecenter of aracial voting scandal. Rollins,
who handled the campaign of Republican
Governor-elect Christine Todd Whitman of
New Jersey, made comments about spending money to decrease the black vote in the
election. The US attorney in Newark and
the state attorney general launched separate
investigations, while the state Democratic
Party filed a civil suit with the hopes of
overturning the election’s results. In addition, the Democratic National Committee
sued Rollins, the Whitman campaign, and
theNew Jersey Republican Party, charging
them with violating the Voting Rights Act
and the Constitution.
The Whitman campaign was under
political and legal fire because Rollins
/claimed that $500,000 were spent to dissuade influential black ministers from urging their congregations to vote. Rollins’
remarks were, “We went into the black
churches and basically said to the ministers
who had endorsed Florio: Do you have a
special project? We see you have already
endorsed Florio. That’s fine, but don’t get
U P in the Sunday pulpit and preach. Don’t

defense. “This is the first time that my desire
to put a spin on events has crossed the line
from an honest discussion of my views to an
exaggeration that turned out to be inaccurate. I went too far. My remarks left the
impression of something that was not true
and did not occur,” Rollins said.
Two weeks of investigation ended in
the dismissal of the charges. Democratic
attorneys could not muster evidence that
would indicate an effort to prevent blacks
from voting had occutred. Rollins, during
a deposition, claimed
that he had fabricated
the entire scenario in
order to taunt rival
James Carville of the
Florio campaign. As a
result, the state Democratic committee can
no longer overturn the
election results.
The publicity and
anger surrounding the
New Jersey voting
scandal are indicative
of deeper, more fundamental concerns
with theissue of blacks
and their usage of voting rights. Most blacks support the left because of its civil rights and racial agendas.
That behavior falls in line with the philosophy of W.E.B. Dubois, a post-Civil War
black leader. Dubois taught that blacks
should try to advance themselves in society
through vociferous protests and demands to
the government for assistance. His antith-

contributor to society. Unfortunately,
only a relatively small number of
blacks today subscribe t o
Washington’s philosophy of selfhelp. Instead, the majority tend to
embrace Dubois’ vision, with its
emphasis on political empowerment

Sadly, since most blacks have subscribed to the policies of Dubois and the left,
they now usually vote for Democratic candidates. Apparently, that was the precedent
established in New Jersey. For the Democrats felt safe assuming that the blacks would
have voted for incumbent Governor Jim
Florio, had Rollins not bribed the ministers
to deter them from voting (assuming for the
moment that the allegations against the
Whitman campaign were legitimate, but not
proven). It has become unheard of to
suggest that a significant amountofblacks
could break away
from the prevailing
agenda of group empowerment and instead endorse the individualism
of
Booker T. Washington.
Even sadder is
the fact that the black
community has to be
mobilized to vote or,
as in the New Jersey
case, to refrain from
voting. Why should a
minister have such a
high degree of influence on whether or not
the members of his congregation vote? The
right to vote is aprivate matter, and is rooted
in a strong faith in the ability of individuals
to elect public officials, By allowing other
people to decide their voting behavior for

Please see “Vote, “ on page 20.
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Price contro s: An Econornic Fallacy
J a p e Wellman
port this new demand. In the free market, if tural price supports and minimum wage
Bill Clinton runs the risk of following in pricesriseaboveequilibrium,demanddrops laws. Floors cause surpluses since sellers
the footsteps of the failed economic plans of and there is excess supply. The market com- cannot find enough buyers. The prices are
past leaders. For forty centuries, leaders pensates for this naturally by lowering the simply too high and the majority of people
are unwilling to pay the exorbitant costs.
have imposed price
Thus, demand drops. When goods, rather
controls. Almost all
than services, are the objects of controls,
soughtmiracles in price
By imposing controls on health care
disposal of excesses becomes a problem.
controls, hoping to end
The government often must purchase and
inflation, and every one
costs, Clintonwill bring down a deadly
then store excess agricultural goods.
failed miserably.
Leadto Clinton in
house of cards.
ers from Hammurabi in
The Nixon and Carter Fiascos; 1971 &
Babylon
1978
Washington have lacked
Faced with high rates of inflation,Nixon
a basic understanding of economics. The price of the good until supply and demand
took on the burden of price controls as a
principles of supply and demand and the return to equilibrium.
Price ceilings have two major draw- band-aid remedy. His “New Economic
lessons of history prove that price controls
do nothing more than hurt the economy. backs. They cause consistent shortages in Policy,” which included wage and price
Why are these policies still practiced after the controlled items and thus, long lines and controls, was instituted in August of 1971,
proven failure? Because, in preparations for direct rationing replace the distribution just in time for the upcoming presidential
election years, politicians install band-aid method provided by the price mechanism. race. He needed to cap inflation rates to
economic policies to give the appearance of A good example of this was the gasoline boost his image for the election, but went
a strong economy. In reality, long term lines of the 1970s. The worst symptom of about it in the wrong way.
price ceilings, however, is the waning of
His plan briefly kept inflation down
malaise results from such fiscal agendas.
investment in industry. Ceilings reduce the and was politically successful, but in 1973
amount of return an investor can earn and, inflation worsened partly due to a massive
Principles of Price Controls
Thepillarsofpricecontrolaretheimple- as a result, less capital is invested in indus- increase in food prices caused by poor harmentation of price ceilings and price floors. tries with price controls. When investment vests worldwide. This was the beginning of
These practices restrict free trade. Ceilings in industry is reduced, and production falls, the end. OPEC quadrupled oil prices in
1973andthose
artificially iqcosts were recrease demand
flected in probut inhibit the
P 4
duction costs
rise of supply.
I
in all industry.
In essence,
These events
when a politicoincided with
cian creates a
the lifting of
price ceiling
the wage and
heprevents the
price controls
price of a good
and consefrom rising bequently, inflayond a certain
tion rose unpoint. This
controllably
price is usually
‘
D
I
I
I
because prices
below
the
that had been
point of equiartificial1 y
librium (the
Q
Q
held
below ,
intersection of
PRICE CEILINGS
PRICE FLOORSequilibrium
the curves on a
Supply and demand graph). This new price ultimately the GDP is adversely affected. were allowed to rise. Thus, theinflationrate
rose to twelve percent in 1974. Real
creates a disparity between supply and de- The same is true for price floors.
mand. The demand is much greater because
A price floor sets a minimum price for fell between 1973 and 1975 as the United
more people want the good at a lesser cost, a commodity, usually at apoint above equiwhile there is a decrease in supply to sup- librium. TWOgood examples are agriculPlease see “Fallacy,” onpage 20.
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Bringing Down the
Benn Lieberman
T h e great debate over the Greek system
on the Hill continues. On November 6 the
Committee on Fraternities and Sororities
submitted its report to the Board of Trustees. This report follows years of debate
between thestudentbody andfaculty, countless Ad-Hoccommitteereports,facultyvotes
toco-edify the system, and student petitions
to keep the system intact. Before the trustees meet again in February, the Tufts community must examine the document the
committee produced and the ideas it claims
will improve the system.
The committee felt that the ten recommendations in the report should be implemented in order to enhance the Greek system at Tufts. While most of the committee’s
points are minor, the second point in the list
calls for a drastic and possibly catastrophic
change in the system. It recommends that
“...fraternities adopt a selection system
which places more emphasis on joining the
Greek system rather than a specific housc
and as long as a student who qualifies
forrushis willing to accept membership
in any fraternity, that student should be
generally assured of a place.” This
amounts to creating a system similar to
the sorority system, under which everyone is guaranteed admission to at least
one house. While this embodies an extremely egalitarian set of ideals, it is
inconsistent with the nature, goals, and
traditions of the Greek system and the
United States Constitution.
All men in the Tufts community are
encouraged, twice a year, to attend fraternity rush events. To facilitate this
process the Inter-Fraternity Council
passed a resolution last week making it
possible for students to attend rush
events at all houses. At the end of the
rush period, members of the fraternities
vote on those individuals who attended
their events. The names of prospective
members are not drawn from a hat; rather,
those students who will best fit into the
fraternity are selected. It is true that this
selection process is exclusive; nevertheless,
theselection processes for culture, language,
and special interest houses are much the

-

/

Allowing everyone to join the
fraternities would undermine the
feelings O f Unity and brotherhood that
make the system attractive in the first
place.

in the first place. No longer would there be
any reason for people to believe that other
members of the club had accepted them at
all. Instead of having clubs contrived in the
name of common interest and friendship
among the members, the committee would

the first step in dissolving
the bonds of brotherhood
that are the lifeblood Of the
system. If their resolution is
not laid to rest by the student body before the Trustees vote, the recommendations could conceivably be

these philanthropic events. So even though
the Greek system may be exclusive, those

Please see “Fraternities, ” on page
22.
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are too swamped to accept new patients. By
granting benefits to 37 million uninsured
States fell into the worst recession since Americans, Clinton will only exacerbate
this situation. The supply must be allowed
1930. And thus was born stagflation.
Carter tried again in 1978, attempting to expand but the plethora of government
to expand the economy in time for the 1980 regulations disallows it. Consequently, if
elections, this time calling his wage and services don’t grow, costs will explode,
price controls “voluntary.” He too failed forcing the government to implement price
miserably, leaving office with a stagnant controls, thus creating shortages. Ultimately
economy and an inflation rate in double these controls will only hide costs, not cut
digits. Now President Clinton has decided them.
By imposing controls on health care
that he will be the one exceptional leader.
costs,
Clinton will bring down a deadly
He will be the first man in history to implehouse
of
cards. With lowered costs to rementpricecontrols without fault. Diocletian
cipients,
demand
will increase. However,
trieditinR0meinA.D. 301, thecontinental
Congress attempted it in 1778 and even for the medical industry to keep its operaHitler tested them before and during World tion out of the red, services will tum into
WarII, andnoneofthemsucceeded. Clinton assembly lines and health care will become
slip-shod. Hospitals filled to capacity and
can be no more successful.
monstrous waiting lines will become the
norm. Quality in health care will be reClinton’s Health Care Reforms, 1993
placed
by quantity. Small hospitals will fold
The Clinton Administration’s controls
and
the
government will pretend everything
on health care costs will not only wreak
is
going
as planned. Only too late will Clinton
havoc on themedical industry, but will also
have serious consequencesfor everyAmeri- and his cohorts realize what they have done.
Clinton justifies his price controls by
can who ever needs health care.
Instead of focusing his reforms on the real stating that health care is a “right” not a
waste in the health care industry, such as privilege. Thomas Sowell illustrates the
outrageous legal costs, he pinpoints prices. faults in this reasoning in a recent issue of
His plan will only hide the real costs, and Forbes. He concludes that if Clinton’s contention was put into general effect, then the
reduce none.
Another culprit of rising health care same could be said for food. True enough,
costs is increased demand without ample history shows governments artificially keepsupply. Presently, thousands of practices ing the prices of food low, which leads to

“Fallacy, “frompage 18.
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“Vote, “from page 17.
them, a large sector of the black population
is displaying neither the initiative nor the
independent thought for which the voting
process is designed.
Four years ago, the New York City
mayoral election was between David N.
Dinkins and Rudolph W. Giuliani. On election day the Dinkins campaign bussed black
voters to the polling locations to ensure that
they would vote. It was assumed that all
blacks who did vote would vote for Dinkins
since he himself was black. Once again, the
collectivist voting behavior on the part of a
significant number of blacks became evident. Furthermore, the need to bus blacks to
the polls indicated that a substantialamount
o f the black population was not really concerned with the political process at all. If
they had been, they would have gone to the

polls on their own, just like everybody else
did. When people have an active interest or
desire to participate in the political process,
they will show the initiative to go to the
polls and vote by themselves.
It is as reprehensible for the Dinkins
campaign to bus large numbers of black
people to the polls as it is for ministers to
discourage them from voting. In both situations a large voting block was told whether
or not to vote. The concern here is not with
the results of the respective elections, but
with the manner in which the electoral process has been tarnished by collective displays of lack of initiative. Most minority
activists justify aggregate voting behavior
by asserting that they vote as a whole on an
issueor acandidate because theneeds of the
community are given precedence over individual needs. Their reasoning reveals the
way they prefer collective action to indi-
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low supplies of food and hunger.
Sowell points out that the only way a
person can have a right to something is to
force someone else to produce it for him.
Consequently, for every “right” provided,
people must work harder to provide for
those who don’t. Economies are for making
trade-offs and market economies define
those trade-offs with prices that represent
the relative costs of productions. But when
the government interferes with those prices
it defeats the purpose of the market by no
longer representing the real costs.
The most effective cure for the health
care crisis is to allow the market to work. In
many largecities where competitionis great,
prices are falling dramatically. The real
answer, and the one best for this nation’s
economic well-being, is to reduce the real
costs of health care, not just hide them
behind sleight-of-hand income transfers.
No matter how divine a leader may
think he is, no matter how many promises he
has made, no matter how much he wants reelection, he cannot deny the power of the
market. He cannot overcome basic economic principles. The laws of supply and
demand are not suspended for the lofty
ideals of politicians. Unfortunately, it seems
as though another politician will go on to
make the mistakes many have made before.

Miss Wellman is a sophomore majoring in
International Relations.

vidual analysis of candidates and proposed
policies.
There is no indication that most blacks
will stray from their pursuit of agendas of
collective empowerment and group voting
patterns. It appears that they will continue to
vote for leftist spending programs without
giving much consideration to individual
social advancement based on merit. Even
more unfortunate, however, is the fact that
far too many blacks have to be mobilized to
vote, or even to abstain from voting. By
adhering to group tactics, many blacks are
depriving themselves of their right to freely
choose the political leaders they think are
most qualified. Those blacks who behave in
this way. willingly forego their ability to
think for themselves.
Mr. Seltzer is a sophomore majoring in
Political Science.

reat Right
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Chris Weinkopf

A recent Boston Globe editorial cartoon
pictured two divers searching for the re-

mains of a sunken German U-boat. As they
swam directly above the swastika laden
World War 11relic, one seaman said to the
other, “It must be real, the radio’s tuned to
Rush Limbaugh.”
Such is the treatment America’s most
influential media mogul receives from his
peers in the press. Time recently portrayed
Rush on its cover as a fire-breathing demagogue, and referred to him as “The Mouth
that Roared.” Other national talk show hosts
refuse to recognize his existence, they do
not mention him on the air and disconnect
any callers who do.
The mainstream media have given
Limbaugh a title he relishes: the most dangerous man in America. And as far as they
are concerned, he is. In the battle for high
ratings and market share, Rush is his competitors’ worst nightmare. His nightly television show is the fastest growing late night
program; it broadcasts in 99% of the nations
markets, and it is outselling both Arsenio and
Conan O’Brien. His first
book, The Way Things
Ought to Be, has been on
the New York Times bestseller list for more than a
year- at the number one
spot for a record 30 weeks
and counting. Simon &
Schuster, publisher of Rush’s newest tome,
See, I Told You So, has printed a record two
million copies f b r its first edition. I-Ie has a
monthly newsletter that reaches 370,000
Americans, and his radio show is the most
popular in history. It is carried on more than
600 stations to an estimated twenty million
listeners,
But the mainstream press fears Rush’s
ideology more than the competition he presents. Limbaugh is the first conservative
since Ronald Reagan to effectively communicate conservative values to the American
public. Moreover, he has the influence to
make a difference. Rush has encountered
such hostile opposition because in an industry dominated by the left, he has emerged as

the Great Right Hope,

telephone calls Rush listeners made to congressmen and the White House. When deTalent on Loan from God
bating Ross Perot on “Lany King Live,”
In this era of soundbytes and slogans, Vice President Gore deliberately made an
appeal for the support of
Dittoheads by mentioning that
Limbaugh
advocates
The mainstream media have given NAFTA.
Dittoheads lie at the core
of a national grassroots conservative movement that disdangerous man in America.
approves of Clinton’s obsession with taxes and is fed up
with politicians at large. The
liberals have a distinct advantage in the GOP’s upset victories this November in the
battle for public opinion. Because of its New Jersey and Virginia gubernatorial caminherent simplicity, leftist ideology is more paigns, as well as the New York City mayeasily marketed to the many than conserva- oralty race, clearly indicate an American
tism. In the national health care debate, for shift to the right. It is not coincidental that
example, leftists persuasively tell Ameri- this shift is concurrent with Limbaugh’s
cans that “if a criminal has a right to a ascent.
lawyer, then the average worker should
have a right to a doctor.’’ It is more difficult, The New Reagan
however, to explain the economic liabiliIn addition to selling conservatism tc
ties of rationing, price caps, and creating the masses, Rush, like Reagan, succeeds in
infinite demand. without keeping the broad base of conservatives- I putting ones audience to from Weld-Libertarians to Falwell-Fundamentalists- unified. Having lost the presisleep.
But Rush can. dency, theRepublicanParty,in 1992, found
He has been themost out- itself in disarray. Not only had the majority
spoken opponent of of Americansrejected the platform of George
Hillary Clinton‘sdrive to Bush, but the conservative coalition itselfsocialize American medi- that which propelled Reagan to landslide
cine. In simple terms, that victories in 1980 and 1984 and Bush i n
everyone can understand, 1988- had virtually dissolved. Many libhe explains the laws of supply and demand: eral and moderate Republicans (and most
“Pointy-headed theoreticians don’t under- “Reagan Democrats”) left the party to vote
stand, or pretend not to understand, that if for either Clinton or the renegade Perot. The
you tax something it discourages that activ- party’s right wing felt alienated as well, and
ity. Likewise, if you subsidize something or offered Pat Buchanan to challenge Bush for
give it away, you encourage it.” Thus, “free the nomination.
With no core constituency (except for
medicine” creates shortages. He also masterfully employs the art of political satire to party hacks and ‘least of three evils’ voters)
support his argument. His radio show regu- the party executed a poor campaign and
larly airs a rap about Hillary-care titled suffered an embarrassing loss to a weak
“Womb to the Tomb” which subjects the opponent. The lesson the GOP learned in
First Lady’s plan to the ridicule it deserves. 1992 is one that it had forgotten as soon as
Furthermore, Rush inspires his listen- Reagan left the White House: the key to
ers, the so-called “Dittoheads,” to act. Presi- Republican success is a platform based on
dent Clinton’s abandonment of this free market economics and moderately
summer’s Lani Guinier nomination can, in
Please see “Rush,” on next page.
large part, be attributed to the millions of
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“Rush,“fromprevious page.
conservative social policy.
Like Reagan, Limbaugh has united conservatives by relentlessly championing the
policies that defined the GOP before Bush.
His support of traditional values attracts the
right wing, but because it is not dogmatic, it
does not alienate the center. He favors the
ban on gays in the military,for example, not
because of religious opposition to homosexuality, but out of legitimate concern for
national defense. Unlike George Bush, who
consented to tax hikes as well as numerous
spending increases, Rush is uncompromising about his economic conservatism, endearing him to realists and taxpayers alike.
Furthermore, Rush, like Reagan, has
the superior oratory skills and genuine sincerity necessary to garner public support.
But it would be unfair to attribute either
man’s success to glibness. Above all else,
Rush, like the Gipper before him, has the
ability to determine which issues are most
important to Americans.

Battling the Left
Because Limbaugh has been so successful at promoting the conservative gospel, he has made more than his share of
enemies. The media bashes him regularly
and severely. Newspapers and TV broadcasters casually brand him as “extremist” or
“racist,” unfairly and without evidence. His
fans are often depicted as uneducated, brainwashed, and outside the mainstream-even
though they number in the tens of millions.
Rather than debate Rush on facts and opin-

“Fraternities, ‘I from page 19
who wish to abolish it should be aware that
in so doing they may penalize the community at large.
Even if the Greek system were not
philanthropic, however, the committee’s
radical proposal would run up against another important obstacle. Indeed, The Constitution of the United States of America
prohibits the abridgment of any people’s
“right to peaceably assemble.” As evident,
then, the document on which our country
and its laws are founded does not recognize
an organization’s exclusivity as adequate
grounds for forcefully dissolving or restructuring it. Rather, the Constitution affirms
the rights of American citizens to establish
their own private clubs without external

ions, “mainstream” media outlets simply
try to undermine his viewpoints through
name-calling.
Liberals in the government attempt to
quash Limbaugh through the use of censorship. The Pentagon refuses to broadcast half
an hour of his radio program weekly on the
Armed Forces radio Network, even though
thousands of soldiers have demonstrated an
interest. AFW does, however, carry many
liberal programs, such as Phil Donahue’s
talk show. The liberal programs remain,
even though they often condemn the US
military and are arguably detrimental to the
troops’ morale. But Limbaugh, who unfailingly supports the military is censored. The
government would rather protect American
servicemen from conservative thought than
provide them with the entertainment they
demand.
The left is currently attempting to diminishLimbaugh’s influence by taking him
off the air. Congressional Democrats have
recently re-introduced theFairness in Broadcasting Act which would require all radio
stations that carry opinionated programs to
offer equal airtime to opposing viewpoints.
The legislation, known as the “Hush Rush
Bill” would force all 600 stations that
broadcast Limbaugh’s show to commit at
least three hours of airtime to liberal opinions daily.
Curiously, the “Fairness” Act does not
apply to the print or television media, where
li6erals are dominant. Liberalism does not
sell well on talkradio, if it did, more stations
would carry liberal programs. If the Hush
RushBill ispassed, stations would be forced
interference. If the trustees force the fraternities to adhere to rules that are clearly at
odds with the nature and implications of this
sacred document, they will be establishing
a dangerous precedent.
As demonstrated, then, there are anumber of problems with the committee’s proposal. Among these problems are the following: implementation of the committee’s
proposal could destroy the bonds of brotherhood that make membership desirable in
the first place; the committee drew its conclusion by proceeding from false assumptions and stereotypes according to which
fraternitymembers are homophobic misogynists; the committee failed to acknowledge
the fact that philanthropic activity on the
part of Greeks benefits the entire community; the committee assaulted the exclusive
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to air liberal programs for which there is
little or no demand, consequently they would
lose listeners. Under the Hush Rush Bill,
many stations would be unable to afford to
carry Rush Limbaugh, or any other conservative program. Liberals are losing the war
of the airwaves, and true to form, they want
to use the powers of government to shift the
balance in their favor.

The Great Right Hope

By attaining his current level of success, Rush Limhugh- a conservative in a
liberal industry- has defied the odds. To
stay on top, he’ll have to continue to do so.
TheHushRush Bill has areasonable chance
of passing in Congress, and there is little
doubt that President Clinton would sign it
into law. It is ironic that leftists, such as The
Boston Globe’s editors, compare Rush to a
Nazi, when liberals are blatant use a fascist
tactic-censorshiptoquiet him. According to a recent TimelCNN poll, an astonishing 48% of Democrats think Rush should
be barred from publicly making fun of the
Clintons.
Thatthe liberal establishmenthas grown
so powerful that it can suppress conservative thought is certainly more threatening
than anything Limbaugh can say on the air.
The left’s hostility is evidence that now
more than ever, conservatives must expand
and recruit. Such public efforts require a
great communicator, and Rush Limbaugh is
the perfect man for the job. He is the Great
Right Hope.
Mr. Weinkopfis a junior majoring in Political
Science.

nature of fraternities although exclusivityis
the very thing the Constitution legitimates
whenit declares invio1ate“theright topeaceably assemble;” finally, and most importantly, the committee revealed its left-wing
political bias by calling for the abolition of
only the fraternities, when dozens of other
groups (TLGBC,Womyn’s Collective, ECO
athletic clubs, Beelzebubs, Jackson Jills,
Hillel, Islamic Center, Black Theater Company, and honor societies to name only a
few) on campus are also exclusive. Tufts
students should consider these facts when
they form their opinions about the Greek
system.
Mr. Lieherman is a sophomore majoring in
Biology.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Love your enemies in case yourfriends turn out
to be a bunch of bastards.
-R.A. Dickson
It is poverty to decide that an unborn child must
die so another may live as they wish.
-Mother Theresa

I wish everybody would go back into the closet.
-.losefa

IfGladstone fell into the Thames, that would be
a misfortune,and ifanyone pulled him out that
would be a calamity.
-Benjamin Disraeli
It’s useless to try to holdsomepeople toanything
they say while they’re madly in love, drunk, or
running for ofice.
-Brendon Francis

Heifetz

I’m not kidding about Teddy [Kennedy]. HOW
W e want to givemodest middle-classtax relief to many sixty-year-oldsdoyou know who still go to
restore somefairness, especially to middle-class Floridafor spring break?
-Pat Buchanan
people with families with incomes of under
$60,000per year.
-Bill Clinton, first Presidential Strong and bitter words indicate a weak cause.
-Chinese Proverb
debate, October 1992

I had hoped to invest in your future without
asking more of you. And I’ve worked harder
than I’ve ever worked in my life to meet that
goal. But I can’t.
-Bill Clinton, Oval Ofice address,
February 15, 1993, announcing middle-class
tax increase afier being in ofice less than one
month
It has been said that God cannot alter the past,
historians can.
-Samuel Butler

The more I readsocrates, the less I wonder why
they poisoned him.
-Thomas Macaulay

WheneverI hearpeoplediscussing birth control,
I always remember that I was thefifth.
-Clarence Darrow
Save a tree. Become illiterate.
-Darryl Henriques
Whenever I’m stuck between two evils, I take the
one I never tried.
-Mae West

There are men who fear and resent intelligent,
ambitious women. Women’s Lib proposes to
eliminate such feelings by asserting that
intelligenceandability do not matter, only gender
does.
-Ayn Rand

I said that the language of the New $.L was no
longer truly Marxist and had become imbued
with the language of fascism. And anyone with
an earfor the speech of intellectuals in Weimar
Germany will hear echoes all around us of the
dangerous ideas to which they become
accustomed.
-Allan Bloom
Early to rise and early to bed makes a man
healthy, wealthy, and dead.
-James Thurber
All of us learn to write in the second grade. Most
of us go on to greater things.
-Bobby Knight

A productive drunk is the bane of moralists.

Experience teaches us that nothing stands so
much in the way ofdeveloping goodphilosophies
as the custom of supporting bad ones in state
universities.
-Nietzche

8-52 bombing from 30,000 to 40,000feet is very

I always wake up at the crack of ice.
-Joe E. Lewis

-Anonymous

accurate. They hir the ground every time.
-Ret. Adm. Eugene Carroll

Any fool can make a rule.
-Henry David Thoreau

Everywherelgol’mmked iflthinktheuniversi@
stifles writers. My opinion is that theydon’tstiflc
enough of them. There’s many a bestseller that
could have been prevented by a good teacher.
-Flannery O’Connor
How much money did you make last ye!ar?Mail
it in.
Simplified tax form suggrested by
Stanton Delaplane
npetition
Business is a good game- lots of co~
and a minimum of rules. You keep st:ore with
money.
-Nolan Bushnell

In America, you can alwaysjind a party. I n
Russia, the party alwaysfinds YOU.
-Yakov Smimoff

There is nothing for a case of nerves bnc u u w c
of beer.
-Joan Goldstein
If you have a job without aggt
don’t have a job.
-Malcolm Forbes

The man who reads nothing a,t all is better
educated than the man who reai s nothing but
newspapers.
-Thomas Jefferson
Our wretched species is so made that those who
walk on the well-trodden path always rhmw
stones at those who are showing a new road,
-Voltaire
Ouch! Thatfelt good!
rdon
-Karen Elizabeth GOI
What luck for rulers that men dcI not think.
-AdolfHitler
Those who are too smart to eng!agein politics
are punished by being govemeri by those who
are dumber.
‘-Plat0

InAmerica, anyone con becomep,resident. Thot’s
one of the risk you take.
-Adlai Stevensen

